Stand Trainer With Applied Forces at the Pelvis and Trunk: Response to Perturbations and Assist-As-Needed Support.
Functional rehabilitation of patients with spinal cord injury remains a current challenge. Training these patients to successfully stand is the first step towards restoring advanced skills such as walking. To address this need, we have developed a novel robotic stand trainer that can apply controlled forces on the trunk and the pelvis of a user, while controlling the knee angle. The stand trainer utilizes cables to apply assistive, resistive, or perturbation forces at the trunk, pelvis, and the knees, simultaneously. We have conducted a human study to validate the system. In this study, we applied multi-direction perturbation forces either at the pelvis or the trunk while assist-as-needed forces were applied to the other segment to keep balance. This study characterizes the human kinematics and measures of balance under the perturbations and assistive forces on the human body. Results shows that the level of force-field assistance (trunk or pelvis) directly affects the motion of the trunk, pelvis, and center of pressure. This provides a quantitative framework to restore balance in patients while providing assistance only when needed. This stand trainer can potentially free up therapists to attend to higher level rehabilitation goals and objectively assist patients to engage in interventions that challenge both their musculoskeletal and sensorimotor impairments.